**Battery Safety Guidelines**

- To prevent battery leakage: Be sure to insert batteries correctly.
- Batteries should be replaced by adult.
- Never dispose of batteries in fire as this may cause them to explode.
- Do not mix old and new batteries (replace all batteries at the same time).
- Do not mix alkaline, standard (carbon-zinc) or rechargeable (nickel-cadmium) batteries (or equivalent). Only batteries of the same or equivalent type as recommended are to be used.
- Non-rechargeable batteries are not to be recharged.
- Always remove exhausted or dead batteries from product. Remove batteries from product that is not going to be used for a long time. Otherwise, the batteries may leak and cause damage.
- The supply terminals are not to be short-circuited.
- Make sure battery compartment is secure.
- Do not immerse battery operated toys. Wipe clean only.

The device complies with Part 15 of the FCC rules. Operation is subject to the following conditions:

1. this device may not cause interference, and
2. this device must accept any interference received, including interference that may cause undesired operation.

FCC ID: Q6N149EL

---

**How it works**

Insert batteries into the black widow and its handset. The black widow is controlled by the simple-to-use radio control handset. With a range of up to nine metres, the black widow can be controlled at a distance to frighten your family and friends.

Switch the button under the black widow from off to on, and return to off when not used for more than 10 minutes. Press the arrow keys on the handset (shown on the diagram below) to move the black widow forwards, backwards, right or left. By continually pressing either the left or right button the black widow will spin to the left or right in a tight circle.

The black widow’s eight legs move independently, producing a very life like effect. The black widow is covered in realistic coarse hair that feels rough to the touch. From time to time, some hair may fall out, just like in a real black widow.

**Bring your RC Black Widow movements to life by setting him in motion.**

- Press these button(s), your RC Black Widow will move:

  - Forward
  - Backward
  - Left
  - Right

---

**Battery Installation**

**Remote Controller:**

1) Open or close the cover with a philips screwdriver.

2) Insert one 9V (6LR61) battery.

**Tarantula:**

1) Open or close the cover with a philips screwdriver.

2) Insert 4 size "AA" (LR6) 1.5 V batteries.

**Assembly**

Turn the base unit switch to "ON".